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preface
Never before I looked forward to 
Autumn. Finally after more than 
18 months of efforts, a total turn 
of our purchase policy will bear 
fruit. We’re now so far with our 
purchase companies in other parts 
of the world, that this is really 
paying off. Big round mellow fruits, 
I’m feeling like fruit importer. 
Together with Alain, our purchase 
manager, we can provide a clear 
solution to most of our zero stocks. 
Many of such orders are on their 
way, in which there are stocks of 
products, which seemed to be 
since a long time unreachable for 
us. Apparently it wasn’t that easy 
to import full range of products 
without obtaining a firm footing  

overseas.  Now we’ve cut the 
Gordian knot by appointing in all 
these countries regular assistants 
and sometimes even to administer 
our own warehouses, this set the 
ball rolling, the risk was huge, but 
the result is enormous… within 
2 months I believe our delivery 
coefficient will increase with more 
than 10%, so that we’ll be back of 
the 95% of our entire program.
The dollar helps also with our 
purchase policy and we, as 
manufacturer, can only applaud, 
the recent fall of the oil price. 
It matters a bit in the production 
price. Due to our strong Euro we 
were able to keep the prices quite 
equal for the greatest part. No 

big price fluctuations give a more 
stable market, which is easier for 
us well as supplier, customer as 
final consumer.
It’s always nice to be the messenger 

of good news!

Till our Winter edition

Bob
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new products

Because the moving parts in our beetles are using the 
more and more, we have taken also this accelerator 
pedal in stock. In the course of time more and more parts 
of the pedal will be taken in stock, especially when they are 
like original. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 0274-5 Accelerator Pedal T1, ‘58-‘66

During our latest expeditions we’ve become the exclusive distributor for 
Fania cables for the whole of Europe. We were working together since 
some time with the Brazilian cable manufacturer and through their lack 
and bad experiences with direct export, they’ve asked us to assume the 
European distribution of cables for Volkswagen. Special orders or large 
quantities can be asked with Gunter or Alain.

These reproduction semaphores have been taken in stock because the 
originals are difficult to find. Also because we can offer them now in 12 
Volt, so that our customers can equip their whole car for 12 volt. They 
have been tested by our services and they fit well. Principally these 
semaphores are for model ‘55-‘59, because the lenses are yellow, but 
they can also be used on all models, except on convertibles. We’ve taken 
the lenses already in stock. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 0617-50 Semaphore 6 Volt (repro)
# 0617-51 Semaphore 12 Volt (repro)
# 0617-52 Semaphore lens  6 Volt and 12 Volt (repro)

This floor mat is only for Type 2, ‘50-‘52. There aren’t so many of these 
buses in circulation, but it seems to us that it’s worth to have them 
made, because especially for these buses it’s difficult to find good 
rubber parts and the floor mats are often missing or are completely 
worn out. Sold by piece. Some in stock.

# 0538-53 Front floor mat, Type 2, ‘50-‘52

exclusive unfortunately...
Our dear friend, worker and icon, Marcel, leaves at the age of 85 
regrettably the steering wheel of ‘his’ truck to a successor, due to a 
severe illness. Most customers and suppliers where we pass by with our 
trucks, know Marcel as a very dedicated, faithful and passionate person. 
But a serious disease has decided differently. Marcel, we are all standing 
behind you with the entire BBT team, customers and suppliers, and we’ll 
fight with you! If it might be possible, ‘your’ truck stays ‘yours’, and will 
always be there for you to take over the steering wheel.

BBT opening hours between christmas & new year
Between Christmas and New Year BBT will be open from 10 till 16 p.m.

These springs door handle return 
are very practical to save your old 
original handles. For most of our 
customers it is very important 
to use their old original handles 
again and so we can lend a hand. 
Sold by piece. Already some in 
stock.

# 0425-25 Spring door handle return, Type 1, -‘55 and  
     Type 2 –‘60
# 0425-35 Spring door handle return, Type 1, ‘56-‘59
# 0425-45 Spring door handle return, Type 2, ‘61-

0425-25
0425-35

0425-45

0617-50 0617-51

0617-52
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new products

This plug is the finishing of the bolt on the door of the window 
frame. Till 1962 these plugs were from black rubber and not 
transparent as # 0716-5. So to offer the right ones to our customers, 
we have taken them into our program. Sold by piece. Already some in 
stock.

# 0716-6 Plug for window frame bolts, 
   Type 2, –‘62 / black

# 0923-00 Handbrake cable T2, 3375mm

This steering box coupler is for all buses from 
1968 until 1979 inclusive. There are made by the 
original manufacturer and are therefore from 
excellent quality. Sold by piece. 
Stock already available. 

# 1369-5 Stuurkolomkoppeling T2, 
   ‘68-‘79 / TQ

This handbrake cable is for Type 
2 of ‘60-‘63
(Ch. 614 456 > 1 144 281). 
By adding this handbrake 
cable to our program, we 
can help a lot of people. 
Sold by piece. Stock already 
available.

This set is the central pin in the 
front axle for buses from 1968. 
Sold per set for 1 front axle. Stock 
already available.

# 1336-1 King pin set 
      Type 2, ‘68-

This clip has been made by BBT because we’ve taken the 
rubber stops # 1371-50 and # 1371-51 in stock and nobody 
else had these clips in stock. After some testing and remarks we’ve 
had them made in the correct material and the they have the exact fit. 
When you replace the rubber stops it is necessary to replace also the 
clips, because they are from spring metal and the old clips won’t clench 
well anymore. They need to be replaced. Sold by piece. Stock already 
available.

# 1371-55 Clips for rubberstop Type 2, 
        ‘68-‘79

These rods are the same as the originals, there are only 
galvanised.  Due to the increasing demand we’ve taken 
them now in our assortment. The advantage of these 
rods is that they are galvanised and will  resist 
better against rust and they’ll look nice much 
longer. Sold by piece. Stock already 
available.

# 1760-1 Pushrod tube 13/1600cc - galvanised

An ignition which can’t be adjusted properly and which passes by 
regularly, indicates  that the distributor is broken. A new distributor is 
the best solution. It will be delivered completely with distributor cap, 
contact points, condensator and vacuum unit. The indicated building 
years are based on our experience with the building of complete engines 
and differ from the years of their assembly by VW (1200cc  8/’67- / 

1300/1500 8/’68- / 1600 -1/’80). Adjust the ignition on 7,5° for BDP 
with a loose vacuum hose, no matter what is written in your VW 

manual. We have now also the condensator and the vacuum 
unit for the distributor in stock. Sold by piece. Stock already 
available. 

# 1998 Distributor  with vacuum unit 
# 2079-01 Vacuum unit  for BBT # 1998 
    (VW 311 905 271)
# 2089 Condensator for BBT # 1998

1998

2079-01

2089
These air cleaner boxes aren’t no longer available in Germany, but we 
have them now from VW Mexico, as more and more people asked for 
these air cleaner boxes, which can also be used on our complete VW 
Mexico engines # 5575. There is already assembled a filter in this air 
cleaner box. Attention, because they come from VW Mexico the special 
valve which was on the German version, isn’t assembled on this one. 
Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 2149-1 Air cleaner box T1, 08/’72- (VW Mexico)

This kit has been called back into existence 
by us, because the demand was large. The 
kit contains gas commando of high quality, 
air filter (aluminium) and good quality of 
inlet branch pipes and of course also 2 x 
WEBER 40IDF carburettors. Sold per set 
for 1 engine. Stock available.

# 2190 WEBER carburettor kit 40IDF
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new products
We wanted to have these wiper shafts since a long time 
in our program, because it’s a not to underestimate 
problem with restorations. No we can offer the entire 
series, we’ve taken them in stock, so we can help our 
customers even better. The wiper shafts for type 2 1968 
and later will come later on this year in our program. 
Sold per piece per side. Already some in stock.

# 2470-10 Wiper shaft, Type 1, -’57, Left
# 2470-11 Wiper shaft, Type 1, -’57, Right
# 2470-12 Wiper shaft, Type 1, ‘58-’64, Left and ‘65-’67, Right
# 2470-13 Wiper shaft, Type 1, ‘58-‘64, Right
# 2470-14 Wiper shaft, Type 1, ‘65-’67, Left
# 2470-15 Wiper shaft, Type 1, ‘68-‘69, Left
# 2470-16 Wiper shaft, Type 1, ‘68-’69, Right
# 2470-17 Wiper shaft, Type 1, ‘69-, Left
# 2470-18 Wiper shaft, Type 1, ‘69-, Right 
# 2470-19 Wiper shaft, 1303, Left
# 2470-20 Wiper shaft, 1303, Right
# 2471-10 Wiper shaft, Type 2, ‘55-‘64
# 2471-11 Wiper shaft, Type 2, 1965
# 2471-12 Wiper shaft, Type 2, ‘66-‘67
# 2471-20 Safari windows wiper shaft adaptor, Type 2, -‘64
# 2471-21 Safari windows wiper shaft adaptor, Type 2, ‘65-‘67

During assembly of the horn ring it happens 
that a spring or a washer has been got lost. 
Therefore is this kit very handy. Also 
when the horn ring doesn’t work 
well, it can be that the little ring is 
worn out or similar. 
Sold per set for 1 horn ring. Stock already 
available.

# 2705-9 Horn ring screw kit T1,  
  ‘59-‘71 This ring makes that there is a good 

contact with the steering wheel 
so that the horn functions 
well, this ring also makes 
that the indicator switch gets 
back in place after turning a 
corner.  Often a little wire in 
the contact is loose and the 
horn doesn’t function anymore. 
Replace simply a ring and it works 
as never before. Sold by piece. Stock 
already available.

# 2710-002 Horn cancelling/contact ring T1, ‘71-

2470-10 2470-11

2470-12 2470-13 2470-14 2470-15 2470-16

2470-19 2470-20

2471-10
2471-11

2471-12

2471-20
2471-21

2470-17 2470-18
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changes pricelist
risen

declined

no longer available

new products
These horn buttons are all from good quality 
and they are used on the original Volkswagen 
steering wheels. After years of use most of 
these buttons are worn out or cracked. You’d 
better replace them by new ones. Sold by 
piece. Stock already available.

# 2707-02 Horn button Type 1, 08/’59 – 07/’71, Wolfsburg gold-coloured
# 2707-03 Horn button Type 1, 08/’59 – 07/’71, clock
# 2708-01 Horn button T2 ‘55-‘67 and T1 ‘56-‘59, black
# 2708-02 Horn button T2 ‘55-‘67 and T1 ‘56-’59, Wolfsburg gold-coloured
# 2708-03 Horn button T2 ‘55-‘67 and T1 ‘56-’59, Wolfsburg silver-coloured

0210
0389
0397-01
0499-495
0511
1039
1096-5

1386
1462
1471
2110-4
2571
2762
3024

0014-1
0103
0167
0200-2
0202-2
0204-2
0354
0354-1
0355
0355-1
0358

0370
0408
0431
0437
0487-2
0492-3
0508
0514-50
0517-01
0517-02

0538-2
0536
0550
0603
0603-1
0618
0641
0815
0816
0826

0857-5
0934
1000
1012
1203
1203-1
1213
1248-1
1249-1
1275

1282
1283
1284
1285
1307
1335
1346
1396
1396-5
1397

1397-1
1405
1417-5
1445
1469
1489
1600
1660
1779
1953

2000
2160
2165
2460
2670
2699-01
2699-02
2699-03
2699-50
3247

7076
7077
7150
7437
7438
8060
8061
8070
8071
8072

0155
0190-1
0191-1
0640-5

0640-6
0829-5
0830-5
0876-6

0889-30A
0889-30B
0889-40
0889-41

0889-42
0889-43
0889-45
0889-46

1334
1338-1
1338-10

1338-11
1454-1
1696

1758
1895
1934-5

7527
7528
9433

2707-02 2707-03 2708-01 2708-02 2708-03

changes BBT-products
BBT 7527 and BBT 7528
From now on they will be delivered without clip, because the supplier can’t deliver them anymore. Therefore it’s 
decreased in price.

BBT 0603 / BBT 0603-4 and BBT 0517-01 / BBT 0517-02
You’ll see on the price-list that they have increased in price. The reason for this is that we’ve chosen to take a 
perfect quality in stock.

BBT 0487-2 
These also have increased in price drastically. Due to problems with the previous supplier regarding the quality 
and the completeness of the product, we’ve decided to change from supplier in order to obtain a constant quality. 
You still can obtain the previous quality/price on special order. Please contact your personal seller for this. 


